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 The aim is to use the Concentration-Volume (C-V) fractal model to identify high-
quality parts of coal seams based on sulfur and ash concentrations. In the K1 and K7 coal 
seams in the North Kochakali coal deposit, 5 and 6 different populations of ash and sulfur 
content were obtained based on the results. According to this model, sulfur and ash 
concentrations below 1.81% and 33.1% for the K7 seam, and below 4.46% and 37.1% 
for the K1 seam, respective base on Russian standard for ash and high sulfur content of 
North Kochakali coals were considered as appropriate values. In order to identify the 
high-quality parts of K1 and K7 coal seams, plans at different depths were used based on 
the C-V fractal model. Plans at different depths suggests that the southern part of the K1 
seam and the northern part of the K7 seam have the highest-quality based on sulfur and 
ash concentrations, which should be considered in the extraction operation. The logratio 
matrix was used to compare the results of the C-V fractal model with the geological data 
of pyrite veins and coal ash. This matrix indicates that sulfur content above 3.8% for the 
K7 seam and above 4.41% for the K1 seam have good and very good correlation with 
pyritic veins of geological data, respectively. There are good overall accuracy (OA) 
values in the correlation between parts of the seam with ash concentration above 37.1% 
and 45.7% for the K1 and K7 seams, respectively, and the coal ash obtained from the 
geological data. 
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1. Introduction 

The North Kochakali coal deposit is located in 
the Tabas coal field; the coal deposits in North 
Kochakali are located in the Hojedk Formation. 
From the tectonic point of view, the Central Iran 
was a back-arc basin [1-7] related to the Neotethian 
subduction regime [8-15], and the Hojedk coal 
Formation was deposited there during the Late 
Triassic-to Jurassic [16]. The high thickness of the 
rocks of this time compared to the rocks after that 
shows the significant performance of the normal 
faults of the basin floor, which caused an increase 
in subsidence in the considered time. During 
Paleogene, intrusive igneous masses are injected 
into the thinned crust of back-arc basin, and the 
sulfur-bearing fluids associated with them 
penetrate into the coal bearing units through the 
normal faults of the basin floor [17]. During 

Neogene to Quaternary (closing of the back-arc 
basin due to the collision of the Arabian-
Cimmerian plates), the normal faults mechanism 
was changed to strike-slip and reverse faults due to 
the change of extensional regime to the recent 
compressional position. This situation has caused 
the uplift and outcropping of the Hojedk formation.  

Coal is an extraordinarily complex and 
heterogeneous material whose physical and 
chemical properties are relatively difficult to 
determine and usually contains a significant 
quantity of different organic and inorganic 
impurities that could cause environmental 
problems in its usage cycle [18-23]. According to 
the uses of coal, this material is divided into two 
categories: thermal coal and coke. Power plants are 
the main use of thermal coal. Considering the high 
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sulfur and ash content in thermal coal and the uses 
of this type of coal, identifying the high-quality 
parts of the coal seams based on sulfur, and ash 
content plays a significant role in reducing 
environmental effects [24]. Various geological 
factors such as tectonics provide the basis for the 
upward of sulfur-containing fluids and lead to an 
increase sulfur concentration in the parts of the coal 
seams. Also, the faulting could be effective in the 
ash content, and in general, the quality of a coal 
seam. Misidentification of high-quality parts of the 
coal seams and extraction from these parts, as well 
as disregarding tectonic factors, lead to increased 
environmental effects and increased side costs. 

Quality is an essential factor concerning the 
usefulness of coal deposits. Sulfur and ash are 
significant elements regarding coal quality. Sulfur 
is one of the harmful substances of coal. It is found 
in both organic and inorganic forms in coal [24, 
25]. Pyrite is the primary inorganic sulfur impurity 
in the majority of coals [25, 26]. After coal 
combustion, large amounts of sulfur dioxide and 
carbon dioxide are released and affect the 
environment [27, 28]. 

Coal ash in thermal coal is one of the most 
burning issues in thermal power stations. This 
massive ash deposits in addition to environmental 
effects cover boiler pipes and other surfaces, and 
eventually cause equipment failure [29]. However, 
due to the high availability of this type of coal and 
the low mining cost, it is still used worldwide.  

Coal plays a significant role in Iran's economy. 
Due to the increased price of oil and other energy 
carriers, coal can be a new energy source, and Iran 
is going to use thermal coal deposits as new energy 
sources; the first Iranian coal power plant is going 
to be established in central Iran, at Tabas coalfield 
[30]. 

The fractal model was first introduced by [31], 
and since the 1980s, this model has been widely 
used in geosciences in order to analyze spatial 
distribution of geo-chemical data and describe the 
mineralization zones from the host rock [32-45]. 
The concentration–area (C–A) and concentration–
perimeter (C–P) fractal models were proposed by 
[32, 46] for estimation of elemental threshold 
values for various geochemical data [47]. Fractal 
modeling has been developed to detect different 
frequencies based on natural features, so different 
models have been presented in the branches of 
earth sciences such as number–size (N–S) by [31], 
power spectrum–area (S–A) by [48], 
concentration–distance (C–D) by [37], 
concentration–volume (C–V) by [40], and 
concentration–number (C–N) by [49-51], also the 

S-A and C-A fractal models to delineate 
environmental anomalies by [52]. 

[40] drew a logarithmic graph of concentration-
volume; wherever the slope of the curve has 
changed drastically, the statistical population has 
changed. That indicates a sharp change in 
concentration and a function of changing 
geological and mineralization conditions [38, 53-
59].  

Fractal dimensions in geological, geo-physical, 
and geo-chemical processes correspond to 
variations in physical features such as lithology, 
mineralogy, vein and veinlets density or 
orientation, fluid phases, alteration zones, 
structural features and so on [60, 50]. For example, 
[61] used multi-fractal modeling of geological and 
geo-physical characteristics in Cu deposit, and [62] 
separated U and Th anomalies by radiometric geo-
physical data with fractal method. Various 
geological mechanism such as petrogenesis, 
tectonic, metamorphism, and mineralization might 
be the origin of fractal characteristics. Such 
geological processes can lead to an increase or 
decrease in the concentration of elements in a rock 
unit, and can also expand the fractal dimension 
[63]; so due to differences in fractal dimensions 
gained from analysis of related data, different 
geological mechanisms can be explained [41]. C-V 
fractal model is used to detect mineralization zones 
in different mines. In addition, the C-V model has 
been used to classify the frequency of different 
regional variables such as lithological features and 
environmental and economic parameters [64]. 

[47] use C-V fractal models to recognized high-
quality parts of coal seams in Parvadeh coal 
deposit, and found very good correlation between 
USGS standard and C-V fractal models; they also 
illustrated different phases of carbonization in 
Parvadeh coking coal by the C-V fractal model. In 
this research work, by using sulfur and ash 
concentrations and its enclosed volume C-V fractal 
graphs were drawn for K1 and K7 seams, then by 
using 3D models and plans at different depths base 
on C-V fractal graph high quality parts of K1 and 
K7 seams were detected. Finally, the results of the 
C-V fractal models were compared with pyritic 
veins and ash coals, which were derived by 
geological modeling. Since the sulfur and ash 
content plays a significant role in the coal quality, 
knowing the high-quality parts of the target coal 
seams can lead to reducing the environmental 
effects and increasing the economic value of the 
coal seams. 

2. Geological Setting 
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The 45,000 km2 Tabas coalfield is located 80-
200 km south and southwest of Tabas. The granites 
of Uzbekkoh and Bafgh were identified in the north 
and west of Tabas coalfield, respectively. Most of 
the detrital sediments in this field were produced 
by the erosion of intrusive masses such as Ozbak–
Koh, Zarigan, and Saghand [65]. The geological 
and sedimentological evidence regarding shale, 
sandstone, silt, and carbonate rocks suggests that 
they were formed in a deltaic environment [66]. 
Based on geological-tectonic components, the 
northern part is divided into three coal-bearing 
areas, namely Parvadeh, Nayband, and Mazino. 
The ten coal areas identified in the Tabas coalfield 
include Mazino, Kochakali (North and South), 
Kamar-e Mehdi, Kalshur, Kalmard, Kalshane, 
Dastgaran, Pirhajat, Jafaran, and Behabad.  

In South Khorasan Province, the North 
Kochakali region is located about 75 km south of 
Tabas County. Structurally and geologically, this 
exploration zone is located to the north of the Tabas 
block. 

 Kalmard-Chahsorb or Kalshaneh is the only 
main and large fault that passes through the west of 
the zone with a northeastern-southwestern trend. It 
separates the embayment of Tabas-Shirgasht from 
the uplifting of Kalmard [67]. 

Studies show that in North Kochaklali, overall 
structure in the outcrop area is somewhat folded 
with extreme faults. Folding and faulting have 
produced two main synclines in Baghmshah and 
Parvadeh Formations, two main anticlines in 
Abhaji and Badamu Formations, and number of 
surface anticlines-synclines in Hojedk Formation. 
Generally, this region includes outcrops of the 
Jurassic Ab-haji, Badamu, Hojedk, Parvadeh, and 
Baghmshah Formations. In the west, the region is 
mostly covered by quaternary sediments. Middle 
Jurassic coal sediments in the North Kochakali 
region are located in the Hojedk Formation, which 
has deltaic facies with a series of sandstone 
sediments, green shales, coaly shales, and coal 
seams [68]. Badamu Formation with an average 
thickness of 30 meters (Toarcian-Bajocian) is 
located at the lower boundary of the Hojedk 
Formation, and its upper boundary in the North 
Kochakali is covered by the Mid-Upper Jurassic 
Parvadeh Formation with an average thickness of 
12 meters [69]. A sinistral strike-slip fault with a 
northwest-southeast trend and revers component, a 
dextral strike-slip fault with a northeast-southeast 
trend and normal component, and a thrust fault 
have been identified in drilled borehole site with 
the northeast-southwest trend of area (North 
Kochakali) (Figures 1 and 2).  
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Figure 1. a- Geology setting (modified after [70]) b- Geology map of North Kochakali deposit (modified after 

[71]). 

(a) 

(b) 
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Figure 2. a- The boundary between the Hojedk, Parvadeh and Baghamshah Formations in the syncline structure 
in the southwest of the North Kochakali coal deposit b- Exposure  of  Hojedk Formation c- Coal seam in Hojedk 

Formation. 

3. Methodology  

The relationship between ore concentration and 
deposit volume or tonnages is the basis of using C-
V fractal model [60, 49, 43, 44]. [40] suggested the 
Concentration–Volume fractal model for 
describing various porphyry-Cu mineralized zones 
from barren host rocks. The general form of this 
model is as follows:   

V(ρ ≤ υ) ∝ρ−a1 ;V(ρ ≥ υ) ∝ρ−a2 
In this model, V illustrate two volumes with 

concentration values lower than or equal to and 
more than ρ value; a and υ indicate the fractal 
dimensions and threshold values, respectively. The 
broken points in the straight sections fitted in the 
logarithmic graphs show the threshold values. 
Threshold values separating populations of 
different data values and in this model show 
boundaries between various mineralized zones. 
The volumes enclosed by a contour level ρ in a 3D 
model are used to calculate V(ρ ≤ υ) and V(ρ ≥ υ)  
[40].  

In this study, first, 43 boreholes were excavated 
200-500 meters apart, and then by using the 
geological information and the depth of the target 
seams in North Kochakali coal deposit, a 3D model 

of these seams was created by rock works 17 
software. 15 target coal seams have been identified 
in North Kochakali, K1 is the deepest seam and 
K15 is the shallowest seam. According to the 
geometric features of the coal deposit, the region is 
2,000 meters long, 3,720 meters wide, and 425 
meters tall along the X, Y, and Z axes, then 
50x50x.2 meters in the X, Y, and Z direction were 
assigned to any voxel dimensions (Figure 3). 

 K1 and K7 seams were selected for outlining of 
high-quality parts  in this research works for this 
purpose 62 and 19 samples of sulfur, and ash from 
the K1 and K7 seams, respectively, were used for 
producing the two-seams 3D models in rockworks 
17 based on sulfur and ash concentrations. After 
exporting data (concentrations of ash and sulfur) 
and sorting them in descending order and obtaining 
the cumulative frequency, the logarithmic data and 
cumulative frequency of ash and sulfur 
concentrations were used for plotting fractal 
graphs. Then by using sulfur and ash threshold 
values and enclosed volumes of these 
concentration different populations of ash and 
sulfur content base on C-V fractal graphs were 
obtained. Finally, K1 and K7 seams 3D modeling 
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of sulfur and ash concentrations models base on C-
V fractal graph were drawn. In this research work, 
plots at different depths (750,800, 900,100, and 
1100 meters) based on C-V fractal graphs were 

also used for checking the concentrations of sulfur 
and ash for determining the highest quality parts of 
the K1 and K7 seams. 

 
(a) 

 

 

(b) (c) 
Figure 3. 3D model of boreholes site b- Target seams in BH 108 c- 3D model of North Kochakali coal seams (with 

exaggeration). 
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There are 2 standards to evaluate coal quality 
based on sulfur and ash concentrations Russian and 
USGS standard. In USGS standard, ash 
concentrations less than 15% are appropriate value 
but in Russian standard concentrations, less than 
40% are considered as suitable values of ash. In 
both standards (Russian and USGS), sulfur 
concentrations more than 1.5% are considered as 

inappropriate values [72, 73] (Tables 1 and 2). In 
general, the threshold values of the Russian 
standard for ash  content in coal are higher. Due to 
the thermal nature of North Kochakali coal and the 
high ash and sulfur content of this  type of coal 
compared to coking coal, the Russian standard was 
used in this research work in order to check the 
results of the C-V fractal model. 

Table 1. Coal classification based on USGS standard [72]. 
Category Low Moderate high 
Ash content 8 > 8-15 15 < 
Sulfur content 1-1.5 1.5-2.5 2.5-3.5 

Table 2. Coal classification based on Russian standard [73]. 
Category Very low Low Moderate Relatively high High Very high 

Ash content 0-10 10-15 15-25 25-31 31-40 40 < 
Sulfur content 0-1 1-1.5 1.5-2.5 2.5-3.5 3.5-5 5 < 

 

4. Results and Discussion 

The Logarithmic C-V graphs were made for 
sulfur and ash content in the K1 and K7 seams 
according to realization; one data could be used by 
accident as all realizations have same limit with an 
equal amount for maximum and minimum data 
[47] (Figures 4 and 5). Breakpoints between 
straight-line parts in the logarithmic graphs show 
threshold values for dividing of different sulfur and 
ash populations in K1 and K7 seams. According to 
the logarithmic C-V graph, the variable frequency 
of ash and sulfur for K7 seam were, respectively, 5 
and 6, so different populations of ash and sulfur 
content for K7 seam were obtained (Tables 3 and 
5) (Figure 5).  

Due to the high sulfur content in North 
Kochakali coal, the lowest threshold values 
obtained from the C-V fractal graphs are selected 
as appropriate sulfur values, so population with 
very low sulfur content base on C-V fractal model 
(sulfur concentrations less than 1.86%) was 
selected as suitable sulfur concentration for K7 
seam; this population is found in the northwest part 
of this seam. Ash concentrations less than 33.1% 

(population with low ash content) in K7 seam  
based on C-V fractal graph and Russian standard 
can be considered relatively good ash content, 
which are more common in the northern part of the 
K7 seam (Figure 6). 

For the K1 seam, 5 and 6 different populations 
were obtained for ash and sulfur content, 
respectively (Tables 4 and 6) (Figure 4). According 
to the USGS standard, sulfur concentration more 
than 3.89% indicate pyritic veins in coal seams 
(Wood and Kehn, 1976). The high sulfur 
concentration (concentrations more than 3.89%) in 
the K1 seam indicates the presence of the pyrite 
vein in this seam. Sulfur concentrations less than 
4.46 (population with very low sulfur content) 
based on C-V fractal graph are mostly found at  
south part of  K1 seam. For ash in K1 seam low and 
moderate populations (concentration less than 
37.1%) based on C-V fractal graph are known as 
the appropriate concentrations that correlate with 
Russian standard; these populations are found at 
the northern and parts of the southern of K1 seam 
(Figure 7).  

Table 3. Different populations of sulfur content in K7 seam based on C–V fractal modeling. 
Category Very low Low Moderate Relatively high High Very high 
Sulfur content 1.81 > 1.81-2.75 2.75-3.38 3.38-3.8 3.8-4.16 4.16 < 

Table 4. Different populations of sulfur content in K1 seam based on C–V fractal modeling. 
Category Very low Low Moderate Relatively high High Very high 
Sulfur content < 4.46 4.46-6.45 6.45-6.9 6.9-7.4 7.4-7.9 7.9  < 
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Table 5. Different populations of ash content in K7 seam based on C–V fractal modeling. 
Category   Low Moderate Relatively high High Very high 
Ash content  < 33.1 33.1-45.7 45.7-66.06 66.06-85.1 85.1 < 

Table 6. Different populations of ash content in K1 seam based on C–V fractal modeling. 
Category Low Moderate Relatively high High Very high 
Ash content < 30.2 30.2-37.1 37.1-50.11 50.11-72.4 72.4  < 

 

 

 
Figure 4. Logarithmic C–V graphs of sulfur and ash content for K1 seam in the North Kochakali deposit 

according to realization (colored lines show various populations). 
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Figure 5. Logarithmic C–V graphs of sulfur and ash content for K7 seam in the North Kochakali deposit 

according to realization (colored lines show various populations). 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 6. a- Sulfur concentrations less than 1.81 b- ash concentrations less than 33.1 in K7 seam based on C–V 
fractal graphs. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 7. a- Sulfur concentrations less than 4.41 b- ash concentrations less than 37.1 in K1 seam based on C–V 
fractal graphs. 

Given the high sulfur concentrations in the K1 seam based on C-V fractal model, sulfur concentrations less 
than 4.46, which are considered low for this seam, are found at all depth (755, 800, 900, 1000, and 1100 meters) 
in the southern part (Figures 8, 9, and 10). Based on the C-V fractal model, the high and very high sulfur 
concentrations in the K1 seam are, respectively, within 7.4-7.9% and more than 7.9%. These sulfur 
concentrations in the K1 seam are concentrated at 755 and 800 meters of depth in the northern part (Figure 8). 
At 900 and 1000 meters of depth, high and very high sulfur concentrations at 755 and 800 meters of depth are 
transferred to the western part generally. At the depth of 900 and 1000 meters compared to the depth of 800 
meters, the abundance of very high sulfur concentrations are slightly increased and these are more concentrated 
in the western part of the seam (Figure 9). Note the lack of high and very high sulfur concentration at 1100 
meters of depth.  

In K7, seam sulfur concentrations less than 1.81% (population with very low sulfur content) based on the 
C-V fractal model at 900 and 1000 meters of depth, these concentrations are found in the western part and in 
1100-meter depth are recognizable  in the north part of K7 seam (Figures 12 and 13). Low sulfur concentrations 
within 1.81%-2.75% in the K7 seam are found at 755 and 800 meters of depth in the northwest, at 900 meters 
of depth in the north and northwest, and at 1,100 meters of depth at the center and north part of the seam 
(Figures 11, 12, and 13). Sulfur concentrations more than 3.8 indicate the presence of the pyrite vein at 755, 
800, 900, and 1000 meters of depth are located in the southeast of the seam. However, sulfur concentrations 
greater than 3.8% are less widespread at 1000 meters of depth and absent at 1100 meters of depth.  
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(a) (b) 

Figure 8. Sulfur plan map in K1 seam (a- at 755 meters and b- at 800 meters). 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 9. Sulfur plan map in K1 seam (c- at 900 meters and d- at 1000 meters). 
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Figure 10. Sulfur plan map in K1 seam at 1100 meters. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 11. Sulfur plan map in K7 seam (a- at 755 meters and b- at 800 meters). 
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(c) (d) 

Figure 12. Sulfur plan map in K7 seam (c- at 900 meters and d- at 1000 meters). 

 
Figure 13. Sulfur plan map in K7 seam at 1100 meters. 

The results show that in K1 seam low ash 
concentrations (Ash < 30.2%) at 755, 800, 900, 
1000, and 1100 meters of depth are concentrated in 
most parts of the seam. The plans at different 
depths show that most parts of the K1 seam have 

concentrations less than 30.2%; only a small part in 
755 meters of depth has moderate ash 
concentrations, whereas high (50.11%-72.4%) and 
very high (> 72.4%) ash concentrations are very 
limited in K1 seam (Figures 14, 15, and 16). 
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Low concentrations of ash in the K7 seam (Ash 
<33.1%) based on C-V fractal model are located at 
755, 800, 900, and 1100 meters of depth in the 
northern, southern, and eastern parts of K7 seam 
but these concentrations are mostly found at the 
southeastern part of K7 seam at an depth of 1000 
meters. According to the C-V model, moderate ash 
concentrations (33.1%-45.7%) at various depths 

are concentrated in the western part of K7 seam. 
Based on the C-V model, relatively high ash 
concentrations (45.7%-66.06%) are only found at 
1000 meters of depth at the northwestern part of the 
seam. Traces of high (66.06%-85.1%) and very 
high (Ash > 85.1%); ash concentrations are not 
seen in plans at different depths in K7 seam, so they 
have limited frequency (Figures 17, 18, 19).  

 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 14. Ash plan map in K1 seam (a- at 755 meters and b- at 800 meters). 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 15. Ash plan map in K1 seam (c- at 900 meters and d- at 1000 meters). 
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Figure 16. Ash plan map in K1 seam at 1100 meters. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 17. Ash plan map in K7 seam (a- at 755 meters and b- at 800 meters). 
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(c) (d) 

Figure 18. Ash plan map in K7 seam (c- at 900 meters and d- at 1000 meters). 

 
Figure 19. Ash plan map in K7 seam at 1100 meters. 

The C-V fractal model can show various phases 
of carbonization. In the first phase, coal or ash 
content could be 45.7% for the K1 seam and over 
37.1% for the K7 seam. This phase can be 
identified by the presence of coal ash and pyrite 
veins in the region. In this phase, coal has a high 

sulfur concentration, which exceeds 3.8% for both 
seams based on the fractal model. Based on the C-
V fractal model, the main carbonization phase 
corresponds to sulfur and ash concentrations, 
respectively, below 4.46% and 37.1% for the K1 
seam and below 1.8% and 33.1% for the K7 seam. 
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In this section, an attempt has been made to 
examine the compatibility of the zones obtained 
from the C-V fractal models and geological 
observations or data for this purpose. An analysis 
for calculating the spatial correlation or overlap 
between two paired models (e.g. geological and 
mathematical models such as fractal modeling or 
geostatistics) proposed by [74]. Thus a model with 
four overlapping conditions was produced for 
obtaining the number of voxels (efficiency of the 
paired geo-chemical distribution model) for all 
four overlap classes. The number of voxels 
overlapping between the two models are used for 
obtaining the overall accuracy (OA) and type-1 and 
2 (TELL I and TELL II) errors. The four 
overlapping parameters (A, B, C, and D) for the 
sulfur and ash for two variables (C-V fractal 
models and geological data) of the K1 and K7 
seams were defined and placed in the formulated 
logratio matrix to obtain OA, TELL I, and TELL II 
(Table 7). 

OA and TELL I and TELL II correspond to the 
efficiency analysis of the relevant mineral zones. 
TELL I and TELL II error shows the difference 
between two sets of data (C-V fractal model zones 
and geological data) but TELL II error shows this 
difference better. The match between the C-V 

fractal model and the pyrite vein for both K1 and 
K7 coal seams were obtained using the logratio 
matrix (Figures 20 and 21). 

Concentrations more than 3.8% and more than 
40%, respectively, indicate pyrite vein and coal ash 
according to the Russian standard, so that number 
of samples with concentrations more and less than 
3.8% and 45.7%  for sulfur and ash, respectively, 
in K7 seam and the number of samples with 
concentrations more and less than 4.4%  and 37.1% 
for sulfur and ash, respectively, in K1 seam that 
were obtained based on the C-V fractal graphs 
were used to calculate the parameters of A, B, C, 
and D. 

In general, OA values greater than 0.5 indicate 
good correlation and more than 0.8 indicate very 
good correlation between the two models [70]. The 
OA values for high sulfur concentration in K1 and 
K7 seams and pyrite veins are 0.87 and 0.77, which 
show very good for K1 seam and good correlation 
between geological data and C-V fractal modeling 
(Tables 8 and 10). There are almost suitable values 
of OAs between ash coals and high ash populations 
derived via C–V fractal modeling; these values are 
0.53 and 0.52 for the K7 and K1 seams, 
respectively (Tables 9 and 11). 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 20. a- Pyritic veins b- ash coals in the K1 seam. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 21. a- Pyritic veins b- ash coals in the K7 seam. 

Table 7. The overlap matrix that shows the results related to the fractal model and the geological model. A, B, C, 
and D parameters indicate numbers of voxels in overlaps between classes in the binary geological model and the 

binary results of the fractal models [74]. 
Geological model 

 Inside zone Outside zone 

Fractal model True positive (A) False positive (B) 
True negative (C) False negative (D) 

 Type I error= C/(A+C) Type II error = B/(B+D) 
 Overall accuracy= (A+D)/(A+B+C+D) 

Table 8. Logratiomatrix for high sulfur content in K1 seam of North Kochakali coal deposit. 
Geological model 

  Inside zone Outside zone 

Fractal model Inside zone > 4.4 2 (A) 12 (B) 
Outside zone < 4.4 8 (C) 132 (D) 

  Type I error= 0.8 Type II error = 0.08 
  Overall accuracy= 0.87 

Table 9. Logratio matrix for high ash content in K1 seam of the North Kochakali coal deposit. 
Geological model 

  Inside zone Outside zone 

Fractal model Inside zone > 37.1 123 (A) 294 (B) 
Outside zone < 37.1 87 (C) 290 (D) 

  Type I error= 0.4 Type II error = 0.5 
  Overall accuracy= 0.52 

Table 10. Logratiomatrix for high sulfur content in K7 seam of North Kochakali coal deposit. 
Geological model 

  Inside zone Outside zone 

Fractal model Inside zone > 3.8 4 (A) 19 (B) 
Outside zone < 3.8 16 (C) 115 (D) 

  Type I error= 0.8 Type II error = 0.14 
  Overall accuracy= 0.77 
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Table 11. Logratio matrix for high ash content in K7 seam of the North Kochakali coal deposit. 
Geological model 

  Inside zone Outside zone 

Fractal model Inside zone > 45.7 43 (A) 308 (B) 
Outside zone < 45.7 65 (C) 378 (D) 

  Type I error= 0.6 Type II error = 0.44 
  Overall accuracy= 0.53 

 

5. Conclusions 
1. The results of this research work show that the C-

V fractal model can be used as a suitable tool to 
evaluate the quality of different parts in the coal 
layer. C-V fractal models in the North Kochakali 
deposit show a good correlation with the Russian 
standard. According to log-log C-V graph, ash 
concentrations lees than 33.1% for the K7 seam 
and less than 37.1% for the K1 seam were chosen 
as appropriate ash concentrations for these 
seams, which correlate with Russian standard. 
Due to the high sulfur content in North Kochakali 
coal populations with very low sulfur content 
based on C-V fractal models were selected as 
appropriate sulfur concentrations for K1 and K7 
seams, so concentrations less than 1.86% for K1 
seam and concentrations less than 4.46 for K7 
seam were considered as correct concentrations. 

2. Based on C-V fractal graphs population with low 
ash content and population with very low sulfur 
content in all plans of  K1 seam are located at 
southern part of this seam, so the southern part of 
K1 seam has the highest quality based on sulfur 
and ash concentrations. Population with very low 
sulfur content in K7 seam at all different depths 
is located at northern and northwest part of K7 
seam, and population with low ash content in K7 
seam in all different plans except 800- and 900-
meters depth is located in north part of this seam, 
so the north part of K7 seam has the highest 
quality base on sulfur and ash concentrations.  

3. Several plans show that the concentrations of 
sulfur and ash decreases towards the surface, and 
this decrease due to severe faulting in the North 
Kochakali area can be the result of the activity of 
the dip-slip faults in the area, which with their 
activity causes crushing and increase ash coal 
and also makes the area susceptible to fluid 
movement. The higher sulfur content in the K1 
seam compared to K7 seam, considering that K1 
seam in the Hojedk Formation is located in a 
deeper part than K7 seam, indicates the essence 
of the issue that sulfur-containing fluids 
penetrated more in the K1 seam during the 
Paleogene.  

4. Open-pit or underground mining operations from 
high quality parts of the coal seams, which are 
obtained based on C-V fractal model and using 
sulfur, and ash concentrations will reduce 

environmental effects and side costs, in addition 
these parts also have a higher economic value but 
there are always challenges such as 
environmental conditions of study area, human 
errors, costs, equipment, and laboratory errors 
that can affect the research results. There are 
many valuable elements in coal, whose existence 
has been proven by many researchers. The 
existence of these elements can affect the overall 
quality of the coal seam as well as its economic 
value, which provide the basis for further 
research. 
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  چکیده:

زغالسـنگ   يهالایهدر   گوگرد و خاکسـتر اسـت. عیارزغالسـنگ براسـاس  هايلایهبالا   تیفیبا ک  هايبخش ییشـناسـا يحجم برا -عیار  یاسـتفاده از مدل فرکتال  هدف
K1  وK7 ترتیب عیارهاي گوگرد و براساس این مدل به  بدست آمد. ج یمختلف خاکسـتر و گوگرد براساس نتا  فراوانی 6و   5  ،یشـمالعلی  در کانسـار زغالسـنگ کوچک

تر پایین تر از   د براي لایه    33.1و   1.81خاکسـ تر پایین تر از  ، K7درصـ د براي لایه    37.1و    4.46و عیارهاي گوگرد و خاکسـ تاندارد روس ـ  ،K1درصـ اس اسـ  هیبراسـ
ابه. مناسـب در نظر گرفته شـد ریعنوان مقادبه  کوچکعلی شـمالیزغالسـنگ    محتواي بالاي گوگردخاکسـتر و  يبرا زغال  هايلایه  تیفیباک  هايبخش  ییمنظور شـناسـ

نگ   اس مدل فرکتال  ییاز پلان ها K7و  K1سـ د. حجم -عیار  یدر اعماق مختلف بر اسـ تفاده شـ ان م  هاپلان اسـ مت جنوبیدر اعماق مختلف نشـ  لایه یدهد که قسـ
K1 لایه یو قسـمت شـمال K7 از ماتریس    اسـتخراج در نظر گرفته شـود. اتیدر عمل دیکه با  باشـدمیگوگرد و خاکسـتر    عیارهايبراسـاس   تیفیک  نیبالاتر  يدارا

یو ناس ـ  نیزم يهابا داده حجم -عیار  یمدل فرکتال ج ینتا سـهیمقا  منظوربه  لوگرشـ د. تیریپ يهارگه  یشـ تفاده شـ تر زغالسـنگ اسـ ان م  سیماتر نیا و خاکسـ دهد  ینشـ
د برا  3.8 يگوگرد بالا  زانیکه م د برا  4.41  يو بالا K7  ي لایهدرصـ ناس ـ نیزم  يهاداده یتیریپ  يهابا رگه  بیترتبه K1 لایه يدرصـ تگ یشـ   اریخوب و بس ـ  یهمبسـ
، و خاکســـتر  K7و  K1هاي لایه  براي  بیبه ترتدرصـــد   45.7 و  37.1 يخاکســـتر بالا  عیاربا    هاي لایهبخش نیدر ارتباط ب یخوبکلی  دقت   ریمقاد  دارند. یخوب
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